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Surface and subsurface currents are two of the Essential Climate Variables (ECVs)

defined by the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS). In situ current

measurements can be made by Eulerian methods with instruments on

moorings fixed in space. These methods require the determination of two

metrological quantities: the speed and the direction of the motion. Their

measurement and calibration require the determination of reference velocities

and the measure of the angular movement of seawater in relation to the

measuring device, as well as of the measuring device in relation to a reference

direction given by the magnetic North. This reference direction is determined by

electronic compasses integrated into current meters and current profilers.

Compasses are sensitive to their magnetic environment, and, therefore, to the

objects and instruments that surround them. This publication describes

experiments conducted with current meters and current profilers to measure

the influence of different devices on the accuracy of their compass

measurements. It gives some explanations about the origin of measurement

errors and proposes solutions to correct or attenuate the defaults in direction

measurements and the measured deviations. Correction formulas are given that

can be applied to measured data. They allow the reduction of errors of several

tens of degrees for data to be within the instrument’s specifications.

KEYWORDS

marine currents, compass, Doppler effect, current-meter, current profiler,
mooring, uncertainty
1 Introduction

Surface and subsurface currents are two of the Essential Climate Variables (ECVs)

defined by the Global Climate Observing System or GCOS (https://gcos.wmo.int/en/

essential-climate-variables). According to GCOS, observations of subsurface ocean

velocity contribute to estimates of ocean transports of mass, heat, freshwater, and other
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properties from local to regional and basin to global scales. They are

essential in resolving the wind and buoyancy-driven ocean

circulation and the complex vertical velocity structure.

However, measuring current is also essential to build current

charts useful for navigation and 3D models of oceanic circulation or

more recently to improve the efficiency of submarine tidal turbines.

In situ measurements can be made by Eulerian methods where

instruments are installed on fixed moorings or Lagrangian methods

where instruments are surface or subsurface buoys ‘anchored’ in a

water mass, the trajectory of which can be followed by satellites.

Marine currents studies can also be carried out on multiple spatial

scales (from thousands of kilometers to less than one meter) and

multiple temporal scales (from seconds to several decades).

This publication concentrates on Eulerian methods, particularly

on current meters and current profilers used on mooring lines or

mooring cages. Eulerian methods require the determination of two

metrological quantities: the speed and the direction of the motion.

From a metrological point of view, their measurement and

calibration require the determination of reference velocities and

the measurement of the angular movement of seawater in relation

to the measuring device, as well as of the measuring device in

relation to a reference direction given by the magnetic North. Most

Eulerian acoustic instruments are based on the Doppler effect and

direction measurements. In most of the applications, they replaced

the rotor current meter technology. They can be standalone or

vessel-mounted and they can be single-point or profiling. As

described below, techniques have already been proposed for

calibrating these instruments in terms of velocity, but none of

them can determine the amplitude of the angular errors caused by

the compasses they are fitted with. Here, we propose solutions for

reducing the measurement errors induced by the magnetic

environment of compasses.

The calibration of rotor current meters was performed in open

tanks (International Organization for Standardization, 2007) or

hydrodynamic channels (Camnasio and Orsi, 2011), though

generally to maximum velocities included in the range 1–3 m/s.

The calibration in direction was not included and the devices

surrounding the facility could generate compass measurement

errors. For Doppler current meters, the low particle concentration

in these facilities is a problem. The low backscattering decreases the

amplitude of the returned signal. That increases the detection noise

and reduces the velocity range that can be explored. Additionally,

taking into account the profiling range of profilers used in

oceanography (from 1 m to several hundred of metres according

to the acoustic wavelength of the instrument), this method can

hardly be applied. It is possible to carry out inter-comparisons at sea

as carried out in 2012 (Drozdowsky and Greenan, 2013) or in rivers

(Boldt and Oberg, 2015), but these inter-comparisons are expensive,

difficult to organize, and they allow only one part of the velocity

range of instruments to be tested. If compass errors can be detected

and if differences in speed as small as 1 cm/s can be measured as was

the case in 2012, they remain differential measurements and they

can hardly be corrected with accuracy. For rivers again, another

author proposed in 2018 (Huang, 2018) a theoretical and

semiempirical model calibrated on transect datasets to estimate

the uncertainty of streamflow measurements made by an acoustic
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
Doppler current profiler (ADCP) mounted on a moving platform.

This method could be applied to oceanography using vessel-

mounted ADCPs although it is not adapted to standalone

Teledyne RD Instruments ADCPs or equivalent instruments of

Nortek group called AQPs for ‘AQuadopp Profilers’. Considering

the inconvenience of these methods, a technique was proposed in

2020 to validate the Doppler effect measurement. It is based on a

calibration bench (Le Menn and Morvan, 2020) that allows the

detection of anomalies in the measurement of the Doppler shifts

made by the transducers of current meters and current profilers.

Standalone instruments can be single-points or profilers. They

are mounted on mooring cages deployed on the seabed or they are

mounted on mooring lines. For instruments fitted on mooring

cables, a method was proposed to quantify the influence of mooring

line motion on current measurements (Langlois and Maze, 1990)

but nothing was proposed to correct the effect of accessories on the

compass measurements. The inclination must be corrected, and for

this purpose, current meters were equipped with tilt sensors. The

direction of current is retrieved by the three slanted beams and a

matrix calculation that used measured tilt angles. The direction of

the instrument in relation to magnetic North is retrieved with a

magnetic compass and the direction in relation to the true North is

retrieved by applying a correction of magnetic declination.

Compasses are composed of triaxial magnetic sensors that measure

the amplitude of the magnetic flux in the three space directions.

Knowing the tilt angles, a matrix system is used to find the

horizontal component of the terrestrial magnetic field. The direction

of field lines can be perturbed by the magnetic environment, and

thereafter, the measurements made by compasses can be altered by

objects and instruments that surround them.

In this publication, we describe experiments made on current

meters and current profilers to measure the influence of different

devices on the accuracy of their compass measurements in an

area where the horizontal component of the magnetic field is

large (≈ 22,000 nT) and well-determined. Studies about the origin

and the amplitude of these errors are rare, so that correction

methods (applied to boats compasses) exist for many years (see

section 6).

In order to be able to calibrate current meters in large numbers,

either on their own or installed inmooring cages, a calibration platform

was built based on a method published in 2007 (Le Menn and Le Goff,

2007). The platform itself was the subject of a second publication in

2014 (Le Menn et al., 2014), and the essence of this publication is

summarized in section 2 with an updated uncertainty budget.

Batteries are known to generate magnetic disturbances and are

the elements that most often affect compass accuracy. Few studies

have been devoted to this problem. Section 3 is devoted to the study

of these errors, with explanations on the origin of battery

magnetism and measurements taken to test their influence.

Oceanographers often wonder about the effect of metal elements

that are in the vicinity of current meters on compass accuracy.

Therefore, section 4 describes measurements taken on different

current profilers in different mooring configurations with different

current accessories.

Current profilers are often deployed with a CTD profiler fixed

on a rosette of sampling bottles in a configuration called LADCP
frontiersin.org
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(Lowered Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler). For towed profilers, a

1995 publication shows a method to correct compass bias induced

by ship vicinity (Munchow et al., 1995). This publication

complements the work we are presenting in section 5, which is

devoted to the study of the accessory’s effects of this particular

configuration, which enables ocean profiles to be nearly

fully characterized.

In summary, this paper describes experiments made on current

meters and current profilers to measure the influence of different

devices on the accuracy of compass measurements. Our work uses

physical measurements and expands on previous works that relies

on theoretical mathematical calculations (Denne, 1998; Doerfler,

2009) or were specific to issues associated with boat compasses

(NGIA, 2004) or ADCP used on a mooring containing iron (von

Appen, 2015). Others have attempted direct measurement of

compass errors in current meters (e.g., Rezaali et al., 2016), but

this method is very specific to the type of mooring employed. Here,

we present empirical data collected in a controlled setting that

should be applicable to a variety of current meter deployments. We

propose explanations about the origin of measurement errors and

solutions to correct or attenuate the measured deviations.
2 Description of equipment used and
the method for compass and tilt
sensors’ calibration

Two kinds of current meters have been used to test the effect of

different accessories: a single point of the manufacturer Nortek

Group called Aquadopp or AQD DW (Deep Water) and a profiler

of the manufacturer Teledyne RDInstruments called Workhorse

ADCP 300 kHz. The AQD DW is commonly used on mooring lines

as described in Lefevre et al. (2019). This publication presents two of

the nodes of the European Multidisciplinary Seafloor and water-

column Observatory (EMSO) where temperature salinity and

currents are monitored. The Workhorse ADCP is also used

commonly on mooring lines as described in de Mendoza et al.

(2022). This publication presents an 8-year-long dataset of

monitoring activities conducted on the western margin of the

Southern Adriatic Sea where two moorings have been placed

since 2012 in sites that are representative of different morpho-

dynamic conditions of the continental slope. The accessories used

on these moorings have been tested and they are listed in Table 2.

To be autonomous, AQDs are equipped with battery packs that can

be alkaline or lithium technologies. ADCPs are also equipped with

battery packs that can be internal or external in a container linked to

the ADCP.

Current meters and accessories were fixed on a non-magnetic

cage. This cage called Tripode is composed of three uprights and

three horizontal aluminium posts on which three non-magnetic

ballasts are placed (see Figures 1–4). Its horizontality is adjusted

with a nut-and-bolt system. For each experiment, the mark of the

current meter is aligned on the mark made in the middle of one arm

of the cage, and this mark is aligned on the central axis of a non-

magnetic platform that points in the 70° direction. This platform,
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
which is approximately 2.5 m in diameter, can be rotated and tilted.

It is described in Le Menn et al. (2014). It is placed on land where

the magnetic field is mapped (on a 20 x 20 m plot).

The platform is located in an area where the magnetic gradients

are the weakest, i.e., where there are no magnetic anomalies that

could locally perturb the direction of field lines. Figure 5 shows the

results of the magnetic cartography with the magnetic anomalies

obtained after the correction of the external temporal variations and

of the secular variation of the terrestrial field. These corrections are

calculated by subtracting the International Geomagnetic Reference

Field (IGRF global model, Alken et al., 2021).

The non-magnetic platform was placed on a concrete stone of 3

x 3 m with a good flatness: its maximal slope was assessed to be 3

mm/m or 0.18°, with an average ruggedness equivalent to an

uncertainty of 0.15°. The coordinates of its centre were measured

in an ellipsoidal system (RGF 93 or Réseau Géodésique Français

based on IAG/GRS 80 ellipsoid) with a LEICA GPS receiver used

with the RTK (Real Time Kinematic) method (see the signification

of acronyms in Table 1). The coordinates of a fixed pillar were also

measured to determine a reference direction. Then, these

coordinates were transformed into plane coordinates by a

Lambert-93 projection, with the help of the software CIRCE of

the IGN (the French national geographic institute), and the bearing

of this axis was calculated. Knowing the convergence of the

meridian at the place of the platform (– 005° 26’ 37.87’’ West),

the direction of the true North was deducted. The azimuth shift was

projected on the concrete stone with an alidade protractor accurate

to 1’ of the angle, which is equivalent to a negligible uncertainty of
TABLE 1 List of acronyms used in the text of the publication.

Accronym Signification Origin

GPS
Global Positionning
System (Receiver)

Leica https://
leica-geosystems.com

IAG/GRS 80

International Association
of Geodesy, Geodetic
Reference System

of 1980

International Earth Rotation and
Reference System Service (IERS)

IGN
Institut

Géographique National
French national

geographic institute

IGRF
International
Geomagnetic
Reference Field

International Association of
Geomagnetism and
Aeronomy (IAGA)

JCGM
Joint Committe for
Guides in Metrology

Bureau International des Poids
et Mesures (BIPM)

LADCP
Lowered Acoustic

Doppler Current Meter
–

LiBs Lithium-ion batterie –

RGF 93
French geodetic network

of 1993
Institut Geographique

National (IGN)

RTK Real Time Kinematic –

WMM 2010
World Magnetic Model

of 2010

National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) National Geophysical

Data Center
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±0.017°. This protractor was used to scale the surface of the concrete

block in 10° steps. The accuracy of the graduations was controlled

with a GPS receiver used with the RTK method. This procedure

yielded the assessment of an average standard deviation or standard

uncertainty of 0.26° (according to the definition of the reference

BIPM, JCGM 200: 2012) on the absolute positioning of

the graduations.

Before the experiments, the variations of the terrestrial

magnetic field were again recorded from 27 September 2022 to 30

September 2022, in order to verify that the magnetic environment

had not changed significantly. The record gave daily maximal

variations of 60 nT at the maximum and noise of 15 nT peak to

peak during measurements. The corresponding maximal relative

uncertainty is 0.13% or 0.45° for a 360° rotation. The variation of

the magnetic declination was also assessed with the MAGNET

software based on the World Magnetic Model WMM 2010 of the

NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration)

National Geophysical Data Center. On the site of the platform,

the annual variation of the declination is 0.19 ± 0.02° in the East

direction. At the time of measurements, the declination was – 0.707

± 0.02° West. This number is adjusted every 9 months in the Excel

file used for determining compasses’ magnetic errors, leading to a

maximal uncertainty of 0.14° on measurements.

In order to test again the homogeneity of the magnetic field on

the platform, the compass of a Nortek Group AQP 600 kHz was

calibrated relative to the North by rotating the platform from one

graduation to the other. After this, the AQP, which was placed at

one end of the platform, was turned in four different directions to

measure any differences between the rotation of the platform and

the spinning. The results are given in Table 3. The maximal

deviation is 0.38° and the average deviation is 0.01°.

Table 4 gives the details of uncertainties considered to

determine reference directions. The square sum of elements such

as the slope of the plateau and the knowledge of the magnetic field

(earth magnetic field fluctuations, magnetic field dip variations,

magnetic anomalies, and magnetic declination) leads to an

expanded uncertainty of ± 0.90° on the reference directions used

to calibrate the compass, following the recommendations of BIPM,

JCGM 100:2008. For information only, the expanded uncertainty of

compass calibration is given considering the precisions of the

calibrated instruments given in manufacturers’ specifications. The
TABLE 2 List of equipment and accessories tested or used during
the experiments.

Name
or

Abbreviation

Utility
or Signification

Manufacturer
or origin

ADCP
Acoustic Doppler Current

Profiler 300 kHz

Teledyne RDInstruments
https://

www.teledynemarine.com/
rdi

AQD DW
Aquadopp Deep Water

current-meter

Nortek Group
https://

www.nortekgroup.com

AQP Aquadopp current Profiler
Nortek Group

https://
www.nortekgroup.com

Alkaline
Battery pack

Used to power Nortek AQD
and AQP

Nortek Group
https://

www.nortekgroup.com

Alkaline
Battery pack

Used to power
RDInstruments
current profilers

Teledyne RDInstruments
https://

www.teledynemarine.com/
rdi

Altimeter
PSA 916D

Used on a rosette to
measure the distance from

the seabed

TELEDYNE Benthos
https://

www.uniquegroup.com/

CTD house clamp
Used to fix a SBE 911+ on

the frame of a rosette
–

Demagnetizer DP BMS demagnetizer
BMS https://

www.BMS-industrie.com

DWM 40 L Digital protractor BOSH

Eg&g model 8242
Acoustic releaser used on

mooring cages
EdgeTech

https://www.edgetech.com

Inox cable Used to make mooring lines (see Figure 1)

Metallic frame
Used to link ADCPs to a

mooring line
(see Figure 2)

MGM digit
Magnetometer used to
measure the magnetic

induction of equipments

Braillon Magnetics
https://www.braillon.com

Nautilus
Glass sphere with a metallic
frame used as flotation on a

mooring line

VITROVEX
https://www.vitrovex.com

RDI external
battery pack

Container used to power
an ADCP

Teledyne RDInstruments
https://

www.teledynemarine.com/
rdi

Rosette
Carousel water sampler used
to take seawater samples at

different depths

Sea Bird Scientific
https://www.seabird.com/

SAFT LS-14500
Lithium battery pack used to
power SBE 37 MicroCAT

SAFT
https://www.saft.com/

SBE 37
MicroCAT
Titanium

CTD used on mooring cages
or mooring lines in deep

water (7000 m)

Sea Bird Scientific
https://www.seabird.com/

SBE 911 plus CTD profiler
Sea Bird Scientific

https://www.seabird.com/

(Continued)
TABLE 2 Continued

Name
or

Abbreviation

Utility
or Signification

Manufacturer
or origin

Titanium Shaft
Used to fix instruments on

mooring lines
(see Figure 1)

WILPA 1451 Lithium battery pack
Williamson https://
www.williamson-
electronique.fr/

Workhorse ADCP Current Profiler 300 kHz

Teledyne RDInstrument
https://

www.teledynemarine.com/
rdi
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platform can be tilted and the inclination can be measured with a

digital protractor (BOSH DWM 40 L) calibrated in a reference

laboratory with an uncertainty of 0.12°. Considering the flatness

and the ruggedness of the concrete block, the expanded uncertainty

on measured reference tilts can be assessed to ± 0.40°. During

calibrations, the standard deviation of the polynomial adjustment is

added to this number. Table 5 gives the uncertainty budget of a tilt
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
sensor calibration by considering the precision given by the

instrument’s manufacturers. According to the guide to the

expression of uncertainty in measurement (BIPM, JCGM 100:

2008, § F.2.3.3), the precision given by the instrument’s

manufacturers can be considered as a triangular distribution and

divided by the root of six to obtain a standard uncertainty on the

contributions of instruments.
FIGURE 1

The first photo on the left is the shaft and the ‘clamps’ used to fix the CTD SBE 37 Microcat. The second photo on the left is the other clamps and
inox cable used on mooring lines. The photo on the right is the titanium shaft and CTD SBE 37 MicroCAT fixed close to the AQD in a
mooring configuration.
FIGURE 2

Third tested configuration. The SBE 37 is mounted on a mooring cable and the AQD is fixed to the cable with a clamp.
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3 Study of battery packs’ effects

3.1 Explanations of battery magnetism

Batteries are often suspected of producing magnetic anomalies

that cause compass measurement errors. Over alkaline batteries,

lithium-ion batteries (LiBs) have the advantages of higher energy

density, high voltage performance, low self-discharge, no memory

effect, superior cycle performance, and good rate performance, but

the disadvantage is that it is forbidden in planes because of risks of

fire or explosion. Lithium is a paramagnetic substance, that is to

say, it is weakly attracted by an externally applied magnetic field and

forms internal, induced magnetic fields in the direction of an

applied magnetic field. Paramagnets do not retain any

magnetisation in the absence of an externally applied magnetic

field because thermal motion randomises the spin orientations of

their molecules. Magnetic fields interact with electrochemical

reactions through variations in electrolyte properties, mass

transportation, electrode kinetics, and deposit morphology (Costa

et al., 2021). It is the case for LiBs where they can be used to improve

performances (Shen et al., 2022). According to Costa et al. (2021),

the most widely used materials for anodes are carbon-based,

whereas the most widely used materials for the cathode are

transition metal-based intercalation materials (layered oxides,

spinel oxides, and olivine phosphates) (Hayner et al., 2012).
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
Transition metals, typically Mn, Fe, Co, and/or Ni, allow for the

cathodes to be particularly designed to make use of their magnetic

properties. It was observed that external magnetic fields resulted in

reduced times during the charging and discharging of LiBs due to

the paramagnetic nature of lithium ions (Mahon, 2019). It is also

possible to measure the battery’s level of charge by tracking changes

in the material’s magnetism (Hu et al., 2022).

Lithium batteries are often replaced by alkaline batteries, but

alkaline battery packs are known to create perturbations in compass

measurements. Alkaline batteries are composed of a cathode made

of electrolytic manganese dioxide and carbon. Carbon is mixed with

manganese dioxide to ensure good electrical conduction. This

cathode is in contact with a so-called “can” surface, made of steel

and used as a current collector. The anode is inside the cylindrical

cathode. It is composed of layers of pure zinc powder and separated

by rings. Inside the anode, a brass pin is used as a current collector.

The cathode is protected by either a metal or plastic jacket

(Schumm, 2023). Manganese exhibits ferromagnetic properties (it

can be attracted by a permanent magnet), but manganese dioxide is

a paramagnetic compound. The spin magnetic moment of the

electron contributes to the overall paramagnetism of the atoms or

molecules. Zhou et al. (2018) supposed that impurity ions/

molecules and vacancies are the main factors that contribute to

the magnetic performance of d-MnO2 although the layer structure

is thought to be an origin of ferromagnetic interaction, but the steel
FIGURE 3

Metallic frame placed on the ADCP equipped with the two collars, and SBE 37 placed higher than the ADCP.
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FIGURE 5

Result of the magnetic cartography of a 20 x 20 m land. Area 3 was chosen to set up the platform. Mapping was carried out using a 20 x 20 m grid.
“ptxx” refers to certain points that were used to take the measurements. Area 3 is a square of approximately 13 x 10 m.
FIGURE 4

Test of the effect of the acoustic releaser placed 86 cm under the ADCP.
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case of alkaline batteries can be ferromagnetic and could also

explain the observed effects.
3.2 Measurements made on the effects of
battery packs

For all the measurements made, the current meter was mounted

in the tripode cage. For the first measurements made to test the

effects of battery packs, a Nortek Group Aquadopp DW (AQD) was
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
used. The AQD was calibrated at first without a battery pack (it was

powered thanks to the cable used to extract data). The obtained

maximal error and peak-to-peak errors were low but greater

compared to Nortek specification (± 2°): - 3.1° and – 2.7°,

respectively (see the AD3CAB curve of Figure 6). A second

calibration was made with a reference de-magnetized alkaline

battery pack. The magnetic flux density or magnetic induction of

battery packs was measured with a small MGM digit magnetometer

(see https://www.braillon.com). According to the manufacturer’s

specifications, this instrument has an accuracy of ± 2% of the

displayed value. The measured magnetic induction of this reference

pack is 0.3 G (3 x 10-5 T). This pack did not modify the response of

the compass as can be seen in Figure 6 (curve AD3B00_CAP).

The demagnetized battery pack was then replaced by an alkaline

double pack Nortek 034100104 LSA, 13.5 Vdc/7.4 Ah/100Wh, KW:

49/20, OFL: 08723. This pack was at first oriented to the North and

secondly was oriented to the South in the AQD. The errors obtained

were largely superior to the AQD specification of 2° in the two cases

(12.8° for the maximal error and 22.3° for the peak-to-peak error)

with a 180° phase shift (see Figure 7). This phase shift is very

problematic to apply a polynomial correction. The corrections

could produce a maximal error of 21.3° which is worse than if no

corrections were applied. If the pack is oriented from South to West,

a 90° shift is observed and the errors still remain significant: 14.8°

for the maximal error and 27.9° peak to peak. After having removed

this battery pack from the AQD, the measurement of the magnetic

induction of this pack gave a high number: 5.7 Gauss (5.7 x 10-4 T).

The next step was to demagnetize it with a BMS demagnetiser-

type DP (see www.bms-industrie.com) and to make another

calibration on the platform. Its magnetic induction was then 0.4

G. The measurements showed that the AQD errors were again in

the uncertainty of the initial calibration of this instrument

(see Figure 8).

In order to answer the question of whether demagnetized

batteries can re-magnetize over time, two current meters Nortek

AQD were equipped with small, demagnetized Nortek alkaline

battery packs. One of them was stored in its box for 2 months,

without being used. The other was turned on, programmed to ping

to a low frequency, and also stored in its box for 2 months. Table 6
TABLE 4 Uncertainty budget on the magnetic reference angles and
compasses’ calibrations.

Error budget. Standard uncertainty PDF (°)

Uncertainty of the protractor set up Rectangular 0.02

Uncertainty on the marking out Rectangular 0.10

Uncertainty on the verification of
reference directions Rectangular 0.26

Uncertainty on the slope of the concrete stone: Rectangular 0.10

Uncertainty caused by the average ruggedness: Gaussian 0.15

MAGNET software readings Gaussian 0.02

Uncertainty on magnetic declination Rectangular 0.08

Magnetics anomalies Gaussian 0.11

Earth magnetic field fluctuations Rectangular 0.26

Magnetic field dip variations Rectangular -0.07

Expanded uncertainty on the magnetic reference angles: 0.90 °

Uncertainties of compass calibrations:

Precision Aquadopp - Aquapro Nortek: 0.21 °

Precison Workhorse Sentinel Teledyne RDI: 0.25 °

Expanded uncertainty of Nortek compasses: 1.00 °

Expanded uncertainty of Teledyne
RDI compasses: 1.03 °
The probability density function (PDF) used to evaluate the uncertainties is given for
information only.
TABLE 5 Uncertainty budget of tilt sensors calibration.

Uncertainties of tilt calibrations PDF (°)

Calibration uncertainty of the digital protractor: Gaussian 0.12

Uncertainty on the slope of the concrete stone: Rectangular 0.10

Uncertainty caused by the average ruggedness: Gaussian 0.15

Precision of Nortek instruments tilt sensor (0,1 °): Triangular 0.04

Precision of Teledyne RDI tilt sensor (0,5 °): Triangular 0.20

Expanded uncertainty on reference tilt values: 0.40 °

Uncertainty on tilt calibrations Nortek 0.41 °

Uncertainty on tilt calibrations RDI 0.57 °
fron
tiersin.o
The probability density function (PDF) used to evaluate the uncertainties is given for
information only.
TABLE 3 Results obtained after the calibration of the compass of an
AQP 600 kHz n° 3899 by rotating the platform and comparison with
values obtained when this instrument is spun in four directions.

Spin
variations

AQP
results of
the spin (°)

AQP values
during the plat-
form rotation (°)

Deviation

70° 70.86 70.97 -0.11

70 + 180
= 250° 248.45 248.37 0.08

250 - 90
= 160° 158.01 158.32 -0.31

160 + 180
= 340° 339.93 339.55 0.38

Average : 0.01
rg
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shows the magnetic inductions and the voltage measured on battery

packs before and after 63 days.

After 63 days, the measured magnetic inductions did not

change significantly for the two instruments. The voltage of the

AQD n° 1842 decreased as it was collecting data for 63 days. The

response of the n° 2066 was the same after 63 days of storage (see

Figure 9). The response of the n° 1842 presents a shift, but this shift

remains within the initial expanded measurement uncertainty

(see Figure 9).

A small lithium battery pack Williamson, WILPA 1451, 10.8 V/

13.5 Ah, was then tested without demagnetising it. Its measured

magnetic induction was between 1.0 and 1.1 G. The results showed
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that it had no impact on the accuracy. The deviations were in the

expanded uncertainty of the initial calibration (see Figure 10). A

second battery pack added to the first one modified and slightly

increased the deviations, but they remained again in the expanded

uncertainty. These results demonstrated the lower effect of lithium-

ion batteries on compass measurements.

Measurements were also made with a Teledyne RDI Workhorse

ADCP 300 kHz (sn 1465). This instrument was also mounted on

the tripode cage and its horizontality was adjusted. Its response was

recorded without a battery pack inside at first and secondly with an

RDI alkaline demagnetized battery pack (measured induction: 0.4

to 0.7 G or 4 x 10-5 to 7 x 10-5 T). Results show that its compass
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FIGURE 6

Initial calibration of the ADQ (AD3CAB) and response with a demagnetized battery pack (AD3B00_CAP).
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FIGURE 7

In addition to curves AD3CAB and AD3B00_CAP represented in Figure 6, curves showing the effect of a magnetized battery pack are added.
AD3B40_CAP represents the response obtained with a Nortek double alkaline battery pack oriented to the North and AD3B41_CAP, which is the
response obtained with the same pack oriented to the South. AD3B43_CAP is the response obtained when the battery pack is oriented to the West.
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presents significant angular errors (between 0.9° and 10.5°; 9.6°

peak to peak). With the battery pack, errors increase slightly up to

11.0° peak to peak (see Figure 11).

These measurements show the low impact of lithium batteries

and the significant impact that alkaline batteries can have on the

accuracy of compasses. They also show the need to use a

demagnetiser before inserting them in current meters.
4 Results of experiments made with
mooring accessories

In addition to the batteries, other elements located close to the

current meters can generate disturbances in the magnetic field.

Some of these have been tested.

The first one is a titanium shaft used in mooring lines to support

CTD Sea Bird Instruments SBE 37 MicroCAT (titanium). Used

alone, this shaft made of non-magnetic stainless steel has no impact

on results. The measured deviations are superimposed to the

deviations obtained during the calibration of the AQD without a

battery pack (Figure 1).

The second tested accessory is a CTD SBE 37 MicroCAT fixed

on the shaft, without a battery pack at first (Figure 1). The errors

obtained are very large and on the order of magnitude of the errors
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obtained with the Nortek double battery pack-oriented West: peak

to peak error 26.8°, maximum error 14.8°. Adding in the SBE 37, a

lithium battery pack type SAFT LS-14500, 3.6 V/2.6 Ah, slightly

reduces the amplitude of the error (see Figure 12).

The third tested accessory is a part of the inox cable (1.5 m) used

on mooring lines and an accessory called ‘clamp’ is used for linking

the current meter to the mooring line (see Figure 1). An SBE 37

MicroCAT is also linked to the line, but in this configuration, it is

located between 40 and 80 cm higher than the AQD (see Figure 2).

Results show that the peak-to-peak error is 11.8° and the maximum

error introduced by this assembly is 7.4°. The inox cable has no

effect on the compass accuracy, and as expected, the distance

between the SBE 37 and the AQD reduces the magnitude of errors.

The fourth tested accessory is a metallic frame that is generally

used to fix Workhorse ADCP on a mooring line by means of two

metallic collars. The two metallic collars were screwed on the

ADCP, but as it was not possible to fix the frame on the nut-and-

bolt system, it was just placed on the ADCP (see Figure 3). The

ADCP contained the demagnetized battery pack. Results showed

that the frame slightly decreased the amplitude of the error curve

(See curve ADCP+BP+Frame of Figure 13).

To complete this test, a Titanium SBE 37 made for deep water

(7000 m) was placed close to the ADCP (as in Figure 1) and its

metallic frame. This SBE 37 contained a lithium battery pack SAFT.
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FIGURE 8

AD3B44_CAP represents the deviations measured after the demagnetisation of the Nortek double alkaline battery pack. Deviations are again in the
measurement uncertainty of the initial calibration.
TABLE 6 Values of magnetic induction and voltage of degaussed battery packs before and after 63 days.

AQD Battery type
Magnetic induction 20/12/

2022 (Gauss)
Magnetic induction 21/02/

2023 (Gauss)
Voltage
before

Voltage
after

1842
Small pack Alkaline

Nortek 50 Wh
0.2 0.3 13.47 13.05

2066
Small pack Alkaline

Nortek 50 Wh
0.3 0.4 13.48 13.48
The AQD n° 1842 was running and the AQD n° 2066 was stored off.
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Results showed an increase in errors between 50° and 190° and a

decrease between 200° and 360°. The peak-to-peak error was less

than that obtained with the frame (8.5°). The centre of the SBE 37

was then placed 35 cm higher than the ADCP (Figure 2). Results

showed a substantial increase in errors between 200° and 360° and a

peak-to-peak error of 11.9°. When the SBE 37 was moved 60 cm

higher, the response was almost the same, however, with a small

decrease between 200° and 360°.

To simulate the effects of the metallic frames of the elements of

a mooring line, the fifth tested element is the metal frame of a 40 cm
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in diameter glass sphere Nautilus used as flotation. The metallic

frame of this sphere was placed 25 cm above the head of the ADCP

equipped with its holding frame used on a mooring line. The results

show no significant change in the amplitude of errors.

The last tested element is an acoustic releaser Eg&g (EdgeTech)

model 8242 placed 86 cm under the ADCP at first (see Figure 4).

The releaser had a magnetic induction of 0.1 to 1.1 G according to

the position of the magnetometer on this instrument. Results

showed an increase in errors (1.7° max.) in the range of 0° to

170° and a decrease in the same amplitude in the range of 190° to
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FIGURE 10

AD3B31_CAP represents the deviations obtained with a battery pack WILPA 1451. AD3B32_CAP shows the deviations obtained by adding a second
battery pack WILPA 1451.
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Response of the AQD n° 2066 before and after 63 days of storage without being used and the response of the AQD n° 1842 before and after 63
days running to a low ping frequency.
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350° (see Figure 14). After these measurements, the distance

between the two instruments was reduced to 65 cm.

Unexpectedly, no significant change was measured (see Figure 14).
5 Test of a LADCP configuration

ADCPs are often associated with a CTD profiler fixed on a rosette

of sampling bottles in a configuration called LADCP (Lowered

Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler). It is the case, for example, of the

campaign MedSHIP described by Schroeder (2021). We tested the
Frontiers in Marine Science 12
effect of an 8-bottle rosette equipped with an SBE 911 plus CTD

profiler, a Teledyne RDI external battery pack, and an altimeter PSA

916D, on the ADCP sn 1465. At first, the ADCP was fixed to the top of

the rosette to simulate an ‘uplooker’ or ‘slave’ LADCP configuration. It

was held to the rosette by a stainless-steel clamp. It was set to be

horizontal and oriented so that its main marker was correctly aligned

with the axis of the platform (see Figure 15). No significant change was

recorded compared to deviations obtained with the ADCP alone,

equipped with its battery pack (Figure 16).

After this first test, the ADCP was clamped at the bottom of the

rosette, looking down as in a “master” LADCP configuration. The
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The curve AD3CAB represents the initial calibration of the AQD without a battery pack. The points of this curve are partially covered by the
measurements AD3B00_CAP which represent the deviations obtained with a demagnetized battery pack and AD3F11_CAP which represents the
deviations obtained with a titanium shaft close to the AQD. The effect of this accessory is completely neglectable. The curve AD3F10_CAP
represents the deviations obtained with an SBE 37 MicroCAT fixed on the shaft close to the AQD. The curve AD3F12_CAP corresponds to the same
configuration but with a lithium battery pack inside the SBE 37.
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Response of the ADCP sn 1465, without and with a demagnetized battery pack.
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results obtained were completely different. The peak-to-peak error

was reduced (11.6° when clamped at the top and 6.6° when clamped

at the bottom) and the curve was better centred to the horizontal

axis (see Figure 16). This result was as much surprising that the

CTD hose clamp that was at 52 cm of the ADCP had a very large

magnetic induction of 14 G (1.4 x 10-3 T). Several screws that were

one meter away from the compass were also magnetized, but the

external battery pack that was 22 cm away showed a small

magnetisation (0.05 Gauss).

These tests show how difficult it is to model and predict the

effects that the various components of a cage or mooring line can

have on the accuracy of current meter compasses.
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6 Theoretical background and
elements about methods to correct
compass deviation

Compasses are sensitive to disturbance from magnetic fields

created by metallic materials in the vicinity (Gebre-Egziabher et al.,

2001; Fang et al., 2011), as demonstrated by measurements made on

the platform. Ferromagnetic materials are considered to be soft if

they exhibit a low induced field when exposed to an external

magnetic field and hard if they exhibit a high residual induced

field permanently (Le Menn et al., 2014). Iron, cobalt, and nickel
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FIGURE 13

Response of the ADCP sn 1465 in the metallic frame and results obtained with the SBE 37 placed close to the ADCP and then 35 cm and 60 cm
higher than the ADCP.
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FIGURE 14

Results of the test made with an acoustic releaser placed 86 and 65 cm under the ADCP.
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alloys are typically hard magnetic materials that create permanent

magnetic fields. Soft magnetic materials generate magnetic fields

only under the action of another field. This is the case with lithium.

Soft magnetic materials can distort a uniform magnetic field and

generate errors.

Electronic compasses are made up of three orthogonal

magnetometers. They measure induced flux densities Mx, My, and

Mz. Soft magnetic materials distort a uniform magnetic field and

generate errors that can be described by a 3 x 3 matrix Csi. Hard

magnetic materials add a constant magnetic field component along

each axis and generate offsets d B
!b

that shift the output of the

sensors. Compasses’ magnetometers can be not orthogonal and

misaligned. Magnetometers can also have differences in sensitivities.

These sources of errors can be described by the error matrix Cm and

Csf , respectively. If h
b
m is the projection of the magnetic field vector

measured by the compass in its body axis, and hb is the true

magnetic field, according to Fang et al. (2011):

hbm = Mhb + d B
!b

+ n (1)

where M = CmCsf Csi : n is the measurement noise of the

three magnetometers.

In addition to relation (1), in 2011, Fang et al. proposed a

method for correcting compasses based on the fact that the error

model of a magnetic compass is an ellipsoid. The locus of the true
Frontiers in Marine Science frontiersin.or14
magnetic field hb used in Equation 1 is spherical if the centre of the

compass remains stationary and only the direction is changed,

giving a constant magnitude field so that the locus of the perturbed,

measured field hbm is an ellipsoid. The autocalibration procedures

proposed by the current meter manufacturers are based on these

facts. According to Fang et al. (2011), hbm can be expressed with the

equation of a quadric:

∥ hb ∥2 = hbm
� �T

A hbm − 2d Bb
�!T

Ahbm + bTA d Bb
�!

+ ~n (2)

where A = GTG, G = M−1 and ~n = 2 hbm − b
� �T

GTGn + nTGTGn.

Even though n may be zero mean and Gaussian, the mean value

of ~n may not.

Equation 2 can be transformed into the general conicoid

equation in the 3D space. A constraint least squares method can

be used to determine the coefficients of this conicoid by taking

measurements on a non-magnetic platform to position the compass

at different angles in the 3D space. Fang et al. (2011) showed that

this was an effective absolute calibration method for compasses, but

to date, it cannot be applied to existing current meters and profilers

because the user’s software does not provide the values measured by

the individual magnetometers.

However, since the introduction of iron ships in the 19th

century, researches were carried out to correct errors in magnetic

compass measurements. The relations used to correct compasses
FIGURE 15

LADCP configuration with the ADCP at the top of the rosette.
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were derived from studies carried out by Siméon Denis Poisson in

1824 (famous for his equation which describes the dependence of

electric potential on charge density). The hard iron correction

formula can be well represented by a one-cycle model (Denne,

1998) given by equation (3):

d (W) = A + B sin(W) + C cos(W) (3)

where d(W) is the heading-dependent compass error;W is the compass

heading recorded by the instrument; A, B, and C are constants. A is the

constant heading offset of the compass.A remains constant on any part

of the Earth. B and C represent the effects caused by the hard and soft

vertical irons. The complete formulation is due to Evans and Smith.

The magnetic course is plotted in Fourier series describe by equation

(4):

tan (d ) =
a + bsin(W) + ccos(W) + dsin(2W) + ecos(2W)
1 + bsin(W) − csin(W) + dcos(2W) − esin(2W)

(4)

where a, b, c, d, and e are constants to determine. For deviations less

than 20°, relation (4) was simplified by Smith following his theory of

the compensation derived from the fundamental relations of

Poisson (Bourbon, 2002). Smith’s relation is:

d (W)  =  A  +  B sin(W)  +  C cos(W)  +  D cos(2W) 

+  E sin(2W) (5)

It is a two-cycle equation that considers hard and soft iron errors.

Compared to relation (3), coefficient D represents induced magnetism

from symmetrical or horizontal soft iron and E from asymmetric soft

iron (Denne, 1998). E can be zero if the soft irons are symmetrical to

the compass. In the case of a ship that sails by changing direction and

magnetic latitude, the terms B and Cmay take slightly different values.

However, this technique is the only one known to correct compass

errors. It was used in 2010 to correct a diver navigation system Cobra-

Tac (Teledyne RD Instruments) based on acoustic Doppler velocity log
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(DVL) technology that uses dead reckoning to compute displacements

from a known starting point (Hench and Rosman, 2010). It was also

used in 2021 to determine the residual deviations of electronic

compasses used for navigation (Androjna et al., 2010) and it was

used on all the ships (cargo, tankers, and container ships) even when

they were equipped with gyro-compasses (Androjna et al., 2010).

This technique can be used to correct current-meters and

current profilers’ compasses in their using configuration. From

the Equation 5, the corrected heading angle Wcor expressed in

degrees is given by the relationship (6):

Wcor =  ½W +  A  +  B : sin(W) +  C : cos(W) +  D : cos(2W)

+  E : sin(2W)�:180=p (6)

Coefficients A, B, C, D, and E can be determined by a least

square technique. Figure 17 gives an example of the application of

this technique to a Nortek AQD 2000. The standard deviation of the

fitting’s residuals can be used as the instrument and measurement

part, to calculate the uncertainty of the calibration. In this example,

the expanded uncertainty is 1.14° with a probability of 95%.

A simple polynomial relation of degree 6 can be sometimes used

too when the software used to process the data does not allow the

relationship (4) to be programmed. In this case, Wcor is obtained by

the relationship (7), where W is expressed in °:

Wcor =  W +  A  +  B :W +  C :W2 +  D :W3 +  E :W4 + F :W5

+ G :W6 (7)

where A, B, C, D, E, F, and G are coefficients obtained by a least

square technique. In the case of the AQD 2000 n° 2298, the

expanded uncertainty obtained is 1.66°, showing that the

relationship (6) gives a better result. However, for some

instruments, the relationship (7) gives better uncertainties. That

can be probably explained by the fact that for these instruments, the
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FIGURE 16

Results obtained with the LADCP configuration. Green triangles represent the deviations obtained with the ADCP fixed at the top and looking up,
and the blue crosses show the deviations obtained with the ADCP fixed at the bottom and looking down.
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response curve is not only a function of the hard and soft iron errors

but also of the compass electronic interface that affects the response.

The mastered magnetic environment of the calibration platform

offered an opportunity to test the Nortek autocalibration procedure

described in Nortek (2017), pages 74-75. It was applied in the

configuration of Figure 1 where the AQD was on the tripode cage

and an SBE 37 was fixed on a shaft at the same height (Curve

AD3F10_CAP of Figure 12). The AQD was equipped with a

demagnetized Nortek double battery pack. The autocalibration

consists of:
Fron
- Using Nortek software section ‘compass calibration’.
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- Rotating the entire system 360° horizontally and slowly (60 s

per rotation) around the Z-axis of the instrument. The

software must show a circle more or less perfect according

to the magnetic environment and the regularity of

the rotation.

- Clicking ‘Done’ to use the obtained calibration values in the

instrument as a new compass setting.
The software gives an estimated maximum error after using this

procedure to determine if its application was correct. Figure 18

shows that the residual errors are in the calibration expanded

uncertainty we had after the initial calibration with a
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FIGURE 17

Result of the compass calibration of the AQD 2000 n° 2298. The blue squares represent the corrections obtained on the calibration platform and
the purple squares are the residuals after applying the relation (6).
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Curve AD3F13_CAP shows the residual errors obtained after applying the Nortek autocalibration procedure. The error of Figure 12 is completely
reduced but with a remaining small shift.
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demagnetized battery pack inside the AQD (max. error of 2.5° and

peak-to-peak error of 2.0°), but it remains a shift of 1.6°. That could

be explained by the fact that the mean value of ~n that appears in

Equation 2 may not be zero even though nmay be zero (Fang et al.,

2011). However, when applied in a known magnetic environment,

this procedure gives a sufficiently good result.

The effectiveness of the Teledyne RDI autocalibration

procedure was also tested (see RD Instrument, 2005). The option

“Calibration for a single tilt orientation (single + double cycle)” was

chosen. This option was intended to reduce hard and soft

iron errors.

A first trial was made without a battery pack in the ADCP. The

measurements made after applying the procedure showed no

significant improvement in the reduction of errors. The peak-to-

peak correction was worse (9.6° before and 13.8° after the

autocalibration). The same autocalibration procedure was applied

to the ADCP equipped with a battery pack. Once again, the results

did not show significant improvements although the peak-to-peak

error was slightly smaller (11.0° before and 10.2° after

autocalibration) (see Figure 19). These results do not allow

conclusions on the efficiency of the autocalibration algorithm of

the Teledyne RDI compasses.
7 Conclusion: opening the way to
best practices

Experiments have been made on the Eulerian standalone

instruments of Nortek Group and Teledyne RDI using the

Doppler effect and a magnetic compass to measure the velocity

and the direction of sea currents. The goal was to detect and

measure the influence of various elements that compose mooring

cages or mooring lines on the compass measurements thanks to

experiments made on Shom’s calibration platform.
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Among elements tested, alkaline batteries can induce very large

errors (as much as 27.9° peak-to-peak measured). The phase of the

error response curve varies according to the orientation of the

battery pack inside the current meter, making corrections

unavailable (see Figure 7). The solution to adopt consists of

demagnetising the battery packs with a 50 Hz demagnetiser

before they are introduced in the instrument. Measurements have

shown that the demagnetisation remains for at least 2 months and

probably a much longer time when a current meter is stored in its

box. Measurements have also shown that the demagnetisation

remains for at least 2 months when the current meter

makes measurements.

Regarding lithium batteries, they cannot be magnetized

theoretically, but they can generate a magnetic field in the

presence of a magnetic field. The measurements have shown that

using one battery pack did not change the response of the compass,

but using two lithium packs can lead to a phase shift of the response

curve. Because of this unforeseeable phenomenon, alkaline batteries

should be preferred to lithium packs so that they can efficiently be

demagnetized as demonstrated with different measurements.

Experiments made on different objects that can be in the

vicinity of current meters have also shown that they can perturb

compass measurements as, for example, CTD SBE 37 fixed on a

shaft close to an AQD. The influence of a magnetic field being

inversely proportional to the square distance from its source has

shown that when the SBE 35 is at 40 to 80 cm of the AQD, the peak-

to-peak error is divided by 44%. Other elements can have an

influence such as metallic frames used on mooring lines or

clamps and screws used on LADCP cages. If the demagnetisation

of these elements is not possible (that has not been tested), the

solution is to calibrate the compass with all its surrounding

equipment’s in the using configuration, on the platform. A

correction polynomial can be calculated to fit the error curve and

to reduce the errors.
FIGURE 19

Results obtained before and after application of the autocalibration procedure on the ADCP equipped with a battery pack.
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Correction formulas exist and they have been used since the

19th century to compensate for compass errors on metallic ships.

The Smith formula has been used at Shom since 2012 to correct

data recorded by current meters and current profilers. Even if the

corrections are not perfect because some coefficients are sensitive to

the orientation and the inclination of the magnetic field, it remains

one of the best ways to correct compass errors. These corrections

can be applied to the instrument calibrated alone or to an

instrument with its mooring equipment.

The other way to correct compass errors is to use the

autocalibration procedures proposed by the manufacturers. We

have tested Nortek Group and Teledyne RDI procedures. When

used in a mastered magnetic environment, the Nortek procedure

seems to provide good results. For unexplained reasons, the

Teledyne RDI procedure did not significantly reduce the errors of

the tested profiler. The problem that remains is to be sure of the lack

of magnetic anomalies when applying these procedures in an

environment where the magnetic field has not been mapped.

These experiments enable us to make general recommendations

in measuring the direction of marine currents. When calibrating a

current meter compass, at least three elements must be considered:
Fron
- The first to master is the magnetic environment. As shown in

previous sections, elements such as alkaline batteries or

non-magnetic metal parts in the vicinity of the current

meter to be tested can cause significant interference. In

addition to elements visible on the surface, nearby buried

metal elements can also generate magnetic anomalies such

as those shown in Figure 5. These anomalies can be detected

and sometimes removed using a simple metal detector. In

the case when magnetic anomalies are detected and not

removed, according to their amplitudes, the calibration

must be located within a radius of 1 to 3 meters of the

anomaly. This precaution must be taken whatever

the correction technique used: either relationship (6)

or manufacturer ’s autocalibration techniques. A

magnetometer with a sensitivity of approximately 0.1 G

or better can be used to appreciate the distance where the

influence of the anomaly becomes neglectable.

- The second element concerns the current meter’s power

supply. Considering the results presented in § 3.2, alkaline

batteries are preferable to lithium batteries, provided they

are correctly demagnetized before being inserted in the

current meter. In this section, it is shown that

demagnetisation lasts at least 2 months (and probably

longer) under the conditions in which the instruments

are stored or used.

- The third element is to take into account the instrumental

environment in which the current meter will make its

measurements. The calibration must be made with the

battery packs that will be used and with the instrumented

cage of the mooring or with the elements that will be in the

vicinity of the current meter on the mooring line. In the

case of LADCP measurements, the current profiler must be
tiers in Marine Science 18
fixed on the instrumented carousel water sampler for

its calibration.
Apart from problems posed by the magnetic environment close

to the compass, it is difficult to use and calibrate compasses in areas

close to the North or the South Magnetic Poles. For example, at

700 km from the North Magnetic Pole, the angle that the magnetic

field vector makes with the horizontal is 88.2° (Hamilton, 2001).

The horizontal component of the magnetic field is too small (< 5000

nT), and the sensitivity of the compass leads to fluctuations and

errors in measurements. Fluctuations come also from the variations

in pole location that are more sensitive and result in significant

changes in magnetic declination. In these areas, compass

corrections proposed in this publication should no longer be

valid. Other techniques must be used such as gyrocompass to

retrieve the direction of instruments or data from nearby

geomagnetic observatories associated with reference compass

(Hamilton, 2001). However, in most current cases, the general

recommendations given previously can pave the way for the

development of “best practices” that can be discussed and

elaborated with working groups of projects such as MINKE or

the IOC (Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission) Ocean

Best Practices community.
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